[The current concept of immunological disorders in the case of basal-cell carcinoma].
Imbalance in the interaction of mechanisms of innate and adaptive immunity rather than selective defect of each of the links is a determinant of the development of basal-cell carcinoma of this or that form of immunopathology or that of transformation of one to another form. The lecture gives notions on immunological phenotypes and the parameters of innate and adaptive immunity and on the association of two links of immunity. The major tumor-associated immunological phenotypes are pathogenetically and clinically different, but have signs of two-link immunodeficiency in each case. Tumor-associated secondary immunodeficiency is characterized by defects encompassing both the innate and adaptive links of immunity. Predominant are autoimmune disorders involving mainly the adaptive link of immunological responsiveness in case of tumor-associated autoimmune syndrome concurrent with immunodeficiency.